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Magnetic and vibrational properties of small
chromium clusters on the Cu(111) surface

S. D. Borisova, ab S. V. Eremeev, *abc G. G. Rusina ab and E. V. Chulkovcde

The structure and magnetic properties of small Cr clusters, Cr3 and Cr4, adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface

have been investigated using density functional theory (DFT) calculations and their vibrational properties

have been studied within calculations based on tight-binding second moment approximation interatomic

interaction potentials (TBSMA). It has been shown that the magnetic ordering in the Cr clusters significantly

affects their crystal structure and symmetry, which influences the vibrational modes of the clusters and

nearest neighbor copper atoms. In turn, these modes select potentially possible structures of Cr3 and Cr4,

prohibiting the lowest total energy cluster structure as dynamically unstable.

1 Introduction

The unique chemical, physical and magnetic properties of
transition metals play an important role in determining the
observed phenomena in such systems of reduced symmetry as
atomic clusters,1 surfaces,2 thin films,3,4 and complex multi-
layer structures.5 The existence of surface and interface states,
a reduced coordination number, and atomic symmetry in
the surface layer lead to new properties that differ from the
properties of bulk systems.6 Magnetic clusters have drawn
significant attention due to both fundamental understanding
of low dimensional magnetism and some remarkable techno-
logical applications including high-density recording and data
storage.7,8 They also have attractive properties which could be
seen as having promising potential use in catalysis including
nanomaterial-based catalysts,9 biomedicine and tissue specific
targeting,10 magnetically tunable colloidal photonic crystals,11

microfluidics,12 and magnetic resonance imaging.13 Among
magnetic clusters chromium ones are most intriguing, particu-
larly in the respect of their magnetic properties showing a
unique size dependence.14 The structure, and electronic and
magnetic properties of small free and supported Cr and
other transition metal magnetic clusters have been extensively
investigated experimentally15–19 and theoretically.20–25 There

has been found a strong interplay between the atomic structure
and magnetic order in the clusters. Thus, for Cu(111) surface
supported small clusters of Fe, Mn, and Cr it has been revealed
that the Fe clusters show ferromagnetic order regardless of the
cluster geometry. In contrast, for the Mn and Cr clusters, the
antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between nearest neigh-
bors was found to cause collinear antiferromagnetic ordering
when the geometry allows it.22 Despite the important role that
vibrations play in understanding low-dimensional structure
phenomena, much less attention had been paid to investiga-
tion of vibrational properties and these studies were restricted
to the study of free magnetic clusters.16,19,24

The interplay of the spin and vibrational degrees of freedom
is central to many interesting phenomena, ranging from magneto-
electric effects to superconductivity. For example, in magnetic
perovskite oxides it has a strong influence on the structural
transformations accompanied by the magnetic transitions.26,27 A
high degree of interrelation between the magnetic structure,
lattice vibrations and electronic conductivity was also revealed
in NaOsO3 and h-FeS, demonstrating a metal–insulator
transition.28,29 Strong spin–phonon coupling and its implications
for superconductivity in iron pnictides were discussed30 and
anisotropy of the phonon modes depending on the spin order was
revealed.31 Apart from 3D materials, the coupling between the
spin and vibrational degrees of freedom is also important in
recently discovered 2D ferromagnetic Fe3GeTe2, where it results in
anomalous softening of phonons below TC and gives rise to
significantly enhanced Raman scattering susceptibility, activating
new Raman modes at low temperatures.32 At the same time the
study of the influence of the magnetic configuration on the
vibrational properties (and vice versa) of small adsorbed magnetic
clusters has not been reported to date.

In the present work we scrutinize the correlation between
the atomic structure, and magnetic and vibrational properties
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of Cu(111) supported small Cr clusters. The structural and
magnetic properties of trimer and tetramer clusters on
Cu(111) are studied within non-collinear density functional
theory (DFT). The vibrational properties of the Cr clusters on
the Cu(111) surface are explored using tight-binding second
moment approximation (TBSMA) interatomic interaction
potentials, which were used earlier for calculation of various
properties of the transition metal cluster/substrate adsorption
system.33,34 We discuss the dependence of the vibrational
spectra on the cluster atomic structure, which strongly depends
on their magnetic configuration and the role of these vibrations
in controlling the cluster structure.

2 Calculation methods

To study the magnetic characteristics of the Cr trimers and
tetramers on the Cu(111) surface we use the slab supercell
approach, where the slab consists of seven Cu layers and the
vacuum spacing amounts to 10 Å. To exclude direct cluster–
cluster interactions we use a 4 � 4 supercell with the cluster
atoms arranged in fcc hollow sites on both surfaces of the slab.
Fig. 1 shows the initial geometry of the Cu(111) surface with the
Cr clusters and the corresponding unit cells for the trimer
(Fig. 1a) and tetramer (Fig. 1b). Total energy calculations were
performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)35,36 and within the projected augmented wave (PAW)
method to describe the valence and core electrons.37,38 The
exchange–correlation effects were described in the generalized
gradient approximation with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
functional.39 To determine the equilibrium geometry the two
upper layers of the slab have been relaxed and the other layers
are fixed. To study the non-collinear magnetic structures of Cr
clusters the fully unconstrained method developed by Hobbs
et al.,40 which allows both the atomic and magnetic structures
to relax simultaneously and self-consistently, was implemented.
The local spin moments on atoms were determined inside the
Wigner–Seitz spheres.

It was shown earlier24 that the vibrational frequencies of
the free chromium dimer and trimer calculated using DFT with

different exchange–correlation functionals are generally too
soft as compared to the experiment. In the present study
the vibrational properties of small chromium clusters on the
Cu(111) surface have been calculated using tight-binding
second moment approximation interatomic interaction potentials
fitted to the bulk lattice properties of Cr and Cu41 and for Cr–Cu
interactions a half-sum of the potentials was used. Despite the fact
that the TB potentials are constructed for the bulk, they display
good transferability to surface and cluster environments. In the
previous studies of vibrations of free clusters42,43 and cluster/
substrate systems34,44,45 using the tight-binding approach
very good agreement with available experimental results was
demonstrated.

To simulate the substrate surface a thin-film model of a two-
dimensional periodic slab consisting of 31 atomic layers of
Cu(111) was used. The Cr clusters were placed on both surfaces
of the film. This thickness is sufficient to avoid interactions
between two opposite surfaces of the slab.46–49 Relaxations
of the cluster atoms and two Cu(111) surface atomic layers
were extracted from ab initio calculations. The calculations of
vibrational spectra were carried out by the dynamical matrix
method. Diagonalizing the matrix gives the eigenfrequencies
and polarization vectors of vibrations. The local vibrational
densities were obtained by projecting eigenmodes onto atoms
of interest in a given X, Y or Z direction.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Magnetic properties and atomic structure of adsorbed
chromium clusters

As shown in ref. 50 and 51, the most stable structure of the free-
standing Cr3 cluster is almost a right angled scalene triangle
with bond lengths of 1.61, 2.52, and 3.09 Å, which is formed
by a dimer with a short bond length and antiparallel but not
equal magnetic moments on the dimer atoms and a distant
third atom with more than twice the magnetic moment value.
Whereas, in ref. 52 it was demonstrated that the ground state
atomic structure for the trimers on the (111) surface of noble
metals is an equilateral triangle with a noncollinear arrangement

Fig. 1 The atomic structure of (a) Cr3/Cu(111) and (b) Cr4/Cu(111). The green circles with numerals represent Cr atoms and blue circles with numerals
indicate the Cu surface atoms in the unit cell.
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of the in-plane oriented magnetic moments on cluster atoms
having an angle of 1201 to each other. Examples are Cr and Mn
trimers on Cu(111)22,53 and Cr clusters on Au(111).21 However,
for Cr3 on Cu(111) our calculations give a non-equilateral
triangle as the lowest energy structure with a ferrimagnetic
configuration (Fig. 2a) where two parallel magnetic moments of
3.78 mB are aligned perpendicular to the surface layer and a
magnetic moment of 3.48 mB on the third atom of the trimer is
oriented in the opposite direction. This configuration is of
20 meV more favorable as compared with the ‘‘1201’’ noncol-
linear configuration (Fig. 2b) for the Cr3 cluster on Cu(111). The
magnetic moments on each atom for the latter configuration
are equal to 3.84 mB. This value is larger than the calculated
magnetic moments found for Cr3 on Au(111), 3.16 mB.21 The
ferromagnetic configurations of the Cr trimer, irrespective of
the magnetic moments being aligned parallel or perpendicular
to the surface plane, characterized by atomic magnetic
moments of 4.1 mB, are energetically much less favorable
compared with the ground state. For all considered configura-
tions the magnetic cluster induces a small, about 0.02–0.04 mB,
magnetic moment on the nearest substrate atoms.

The relaxation of Cr3/Cu(111) leads to alteration of the bond
lengths in the trimer depending on the magnetic configuration
and to rippling of the upper Cu layer. The calculated equili-
brium bond length in the equilateral noncollinear Cr3 cluster is
2.63 Å (Fig. 2b). Note that in free-standing Cr3 the equilateral
structure with a bond length of 2.51 Å and a noncollinear
arrangement of atomic magnetic moments was found at
0.64 eV higher in energy as compared with the ground state
structure.50 The Dz distance between the Cr3 cluster atoms and
copper layer is 2.10 Å for atoms (1,3,9) and it is 2.08 Å for atoms
(2,5,6), see Fig. 1a. Adsorption of the ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear Cr3

cluster also leads to rippling of the surface layer by 0.13 Å in the
vicinity of the cluster and to a small (B0.03 Å) in-plain shift of
the nearest Cu atoms (1,3,9) and (2,5,6) by 0.04 Å and 0.03 Å,
respectively, away from the cluster center. The resulting relative
contractions of the first interlayer distance in the vicinity of the
cluster are D12 = �1.9% for the nearest Cu atoms (1,3,9), and
D12 = �0.7% for Cu atoms (2,5,6).

In the lowest energy magnetic configuration (Fig. 2a) the
bond length between atoms with parallel magnetic moments
equals 2.95 Å, while it is shorter (like in the free trimer50,51),
2.38 Å, between atoms with antiparallel magnetic moment
alignment. At that, the former atoms lie higher by 0.06 Å
compared to those with antiparallel magnetic moments, which
results in much larger rippling of the surface layer of Cu(111),
0.18 Å, and consequently in more complicated relaxation D12 of
the nearest Cu atoms, which varies from �2.8% to +2.8%.

The most stable geometry of free-standing Cr4 is a twisted
two-dimer structure50,51 in which the antiferromagnetic Cr
dimers with relatively short bond length (1.63 Å) are separated
by a relatively large distance (2.73 Å). The atomic magnetic
moments in the ground-state structure are equal to 2 mB.
Among the considered isomers of free-standing Cr4, a distorted
tetrahedron with antiferromagnetically arranged magnetic
moments (3.71 mB) has an energy of 0.42 eV higher compared
to the ground state.50 On the other hand, it was shown earlier
that for Cr4 on Cu(111), as well as for adsorbed Fe4 and Mn4

clusters, the distorted tetrahedron is a ground state structure.22

According to ref. 22, the Cr4 cluster on the Cu(111) surface
exhibits collinear antiferromagnetic ordering. The reduced
neighbor coordination for the top Cr atom affects its magnetic
moment, which is 4.2 mB in contrast to 3.6 mB for the base
tetrahedron atoms, and so the full magnetic moment of the
cluster is nonzero.

We have considered Cr4 on Cu(111) with a regular tetra-
hedron geometry and different collinear and noncollinear,
ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic magnetic
configurations as a starting point. Several resulting configura-
tions obtained by simultaneous relaxation of the atomic and
magnetic structures are shown in Fig. 3. The collinear anti-
ferromagnetic structure found in ref. 22 as the ground state for
Cr4/Cu(111) (Fig. 3b) in our calculations shows magnetic
moments of 3.57 and 3.81 mB for the base and top cluster
atoms, respectively. However, this magnetic structure has an
energy of 60 meV higher compared with the structure where all
magnetic moments are tilted by 63.61 to the surface normal
(Fig. 3a). The atomic magnetic moment on the base tetra-
hedron atoms in this case amounts to 3.53 mB, while the top
atom carries a magnetic moment of 3.70 mB. Among the result-
ing structures, the tetramers with ferromagnetic ordering are
most unfavorable, irrespective of the fact that the atomic
magnetic moments are aligned parallel or perpendicular to
the surface (Fig. 3f). The noncollinear magnetic structure
(Fig. 3e), similar to that found for Mn4/Cu(111)22 as the stable
one, has an energy close to the ferromagnetic configuration. The
collinear ferrimagnetic structure (Fig. 3c) and the structure
where the atomic magnetic moments are pairwise antiparallel

Fig. 2 Atomic and magnetic structures of the adsorbed ferrimagnetic and
noncollinear antiferromagnetic Cr trimers on Cu(111). The red arrows show
the atomic magnetic moments; bond lengths are given in Angstroms.
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(Fig. 3d) are more than 200 meV less favorable with respect to
the most stable magnetic structure.

The magnetic configuration strongly affects the atomic
structure of the adsorbed Cr4 cluster. Triangular pyramid clusters
characterized by C3v point group symmetry are obtained for the
ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic and noncollinear magnetic config-
urations, whereas for the other considered magnetic configura-
tions the symmetry of the cluster is lowered to C1v. Among the C3v

symmetry clusters the largest bond lengths between base atoms
and between top and base atoms were found for the ferromag-
netic configuration (Fig. 3f) (2.96 and 2.94 Å, respectively) and the
smallest Cr–Cr interatomic distances were found for the noncol-
linear configuration (Fig. 3e) (2.71 and 2.62 Å, respectively).
Comparing the structure of the latter with the trimer with a
noncollinear magnetic configuration, one can see that the bond
lengths between base atoms in Cr4 with a C3v structure are by 3%
larger than those in the C3v trimer.

For the ground-state cluster with tilted magnetic moments
and the cluster with a non-tilted collinear antiferromagnetic
configuration, the base atoms no longer form an equilateral
triangle (see Fig. 3a and b, respectively). The bond length
between the base atoms with antiparallel magnetic moment
orientation in the tilted (non-tilted) structure is 2.46 (2.47) Å,
whereas it is 2.85 (2.77) Å between atoms with the same
direction of the magnetic moments. The bond length between
the top and base atoms carrying parallel magnetic moments is
2.80 (2.72) Å and that between the top atom and base atoms
with antiparallel magnetic moments amounts to 2.39 (2.45) Å,
which are different too. In both cases the distances between
atoms with antiparallel magnetic moments are shorter, like in
the stable free tetramer.

The structure of the cluster also affects the relaxation of
the surrounding substrate atoms. For Cr4 clusters with C3v

symmetry the relaxation of the substrate is similar to that in
Cr3/Cu(111) with the ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear configuration. For
instance, for the noncollinear magnetic configuration (Fig. 3e)
the distance Dz between the Cr4 base atoms and the copper
surface layer is 2.13 Å for Cu atoms (1,3,9) and it is 2.11 Å for
atoms (2,5,6), see Fig. 1b. The relative contractions of the first
interlayer distances in the vicinity of the cluster are a bit
smaller with respect to the case of Cr3 adsorption.

For clusters with C1v symmetry, besides the base atoms of
the tetramer forming an isosceles triangle, their heights
depend on the magnetic moment direction. In the ground state
magnetic structure, the atoms with parallel magnetic moments
lie by 0.08 Å higher than the atoms with opposite magnetic
moments, whereas for the magnetic configuration with non-
tilted magnetic moments this difference in the positions of the
base atoms is even larger, 0.18 Å. It results in different inter-
actions of the cluster atoms with neighboring atoms of the
substrate and consequently in much larger rippling of the
surface copper layer. For instance, for the ground state cluster
it amounts to 0.18 Å. Whereas for the cluster with C3v symmetry
the relaxation of the neighboring atoms can be described for
two groups of atoms, (1,3,9) and (2,5,6), for the C1v clusters it is
even more complicated. For the lowest energy magnetic
configuration the relaxation of the neighboring atoms is more
complicated: D12 varies from +2.2% for the Cu atom lying at the
edge of the triangle formed by Cr atoms with parallel magnetic
moments to �2.8% at the corner formed by the Cr atoms with
antiparallel magnetic moments. The variation in relaxation of
neighboring Cu atoms for the non-tilted collinear antiferromagnetic

Fig. 3 Atomic and magnetic structures of the adsorbed Cr tetramers on Cu(111). The red arrows show atomic magnetic moments; bond lengths are
given in Angstroms; and the values below each panel are the relative total energies of different magnetic configurations (b–f) with respect to the ground
state shown in panel (a).
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configuration of the tertramer is noticeably smaller and also is
sign alternating, from +0.5% to �1.7%, respectively.

3.2 Vibrational characteristics of adsorbed chromium clusters

The lowest energy ferrimagnetic configuration of the adsorbed
Cr3 cluster demonstrates imaginary vibrational frequencies in
the spectrum, which indicates dynamical instability of this
configuration. In contrast, the trimers with ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear
and ferromagnetic configurations have all frequencies real.
Fig. 4a shows the calculated phonon dispersion curves for
Cr3/Cu(111) with the ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear antiferromagnetic
configuration of the Cr atomic magnetic moments. As can be
seen, the in-plane (XY) polarized vibrations of the cluster arise
mostly at B6 meV in the spectrum. At the Brillouin zone (BZ)
center they appear as resonance states mixed with vibrations of
the substrate and become localized at the BZ boundary. At
higher energy, 10–17 meV, the Cr Z-polarized vibrations dom-
inate with the exception of a well localized in-plane mode at
B11 meV. The character of the cluster vibrations can be better
identified from the local density of states (LDOS) projected onto
Cartesian directions and analysis of the atomic displacements.
Fig. 4b shows the local density of states of the Cr3 cluster atoms
(left side) and Cu surface atoms (right side). In the low-
frequency region one can see two localized peaks corres-
ponding to the in-plane vibrations of the cluster. The lowest
energy peak at 4.8 meV (a) corresponds to a frustrated transla-
tion (FT) mode determined by the XY displacements of the
entire cluster. The second peak at 6.3 meV (b) is a frustrated
rotation (FR) mode arising from rotational displacements of the
cluster relative to its center of mass. The low-frequency FT and
FR vibrations of Cr3 are weakly coupled to low-frequency
vibrations of the nearest Cu atoms. The strongly localized third
peak (c) at 11.2 meV is produced by degenerate deformation
and antisymmetric XY polarized vibrational modes of the
cluster. Such degeneracy of the deformation and antisymmetric
vibrational modes is inherited from the free clusters with C3v

symmetry and is typical for non-magnetic trimers on the (111)
surface.44 Both these vibrations, being modified by vertical
displacements of Cr atoms, are strongly hybridized with the
Rayleigh wave (RW) of the substrate, which shifts down by
1.9 meV compared to the RW mode of the clean Cu(111) surface
(Fig. 4b, right side, dashed-dot curve). The broad peak (d) at
14.5 meV originates from the shear-vertical vibration of cluster
atoms coupled with vibrations of the nearest copper atoms. The
highest energy peak (e) at 16.1 meV is produced by an optical-
like in-plane vibration of the trimer, weakly coupled to the
vertical displacements of the nearest Cu atoms.

Despite the fact that the cluster with a ferromagnetic
configuration possesses the same C3v symmetry as the cluster
with a ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear alignment of the Cr atomic mag-
netic moments, its phonon spectrum is markedly different.
Though the Z polarized peaks in the LDOS remain almost at the
same energies, the in-plane vibrational modes are changed
substantially, experiencing softening. At that, the FR mode
becomes mixed with optical-like vibrations and gives rise to a
peak at 4.6 meV, while degenerate deformation and antisym-
metric XY polarized vibrational modes appears below, at 4.0 meV.

Turning to tetramers, we consider first the cluster posses-
sing the same C3v symmetry as that of the stable configuration
of the Cr trimer. Among the cluster geometries with C3v

symmetry, the clusters with ferrimagnetic and ferromagnetic
configurations show imaginary eigenvalues in the spectra,
which indicates dynamical instability of the system, and only
the Cr4 cluster with noncollinear antiferromagnetic atomic
magnetic moment alignment (Fig. 3e) has no imaginary fre-
quencies. The local density of vibrational states of this cluster is
demonstrated in Fig. 5a. Like in the Cr3 case, the lowest energy
peaks in the LDOS, (a) at 3.8 meV and (b) at 6.3 meV, are
determined by the FT and RT vibrations of the cluster, respec-
tively. The (c) and (d) peaks originate from XY deformation
vibrations of the cluster and peak (c) at 7.4 meV is contributed
to a greater extent by the displacements of the top atom of the

Fig. 4 (a) Calculated phonon dispersion curves for Cr3/Cu(111) with the ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear antiferromagnetic configuration of the Cr atomic magnetic
moments. Blue, green, and red dots denote respectively X, Y, and Z-polarized vibrational modes of the cluster. (b) Local density of states projected onto
the Cr atoms (left) and surface layer atoms of the copper substrate (right). The dashed-dot red line shows the LDOS for Z-polarized vibrations (Rayleigh
wave) of clean Cu(111).
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tetramer, whereas peak (d) at 10 meV is predominantly con-
tributed by vibrations of the base atoms of the cluster. This
mode is strongly coupled with Z polarized vibrations of the
substrate atoms and hence it also has a significant Z compo-
nent. At that, the energy of the main RW peak in the CuS LDOS
is almost the same (11.5 meV) as in the case of the trimer with a
non-collinear magnetic configuration. At higher energies a
broad Cr LDOS peak with two maxima, (e) (16.5 meV) and (f)
(17.2 meV), is produced by a mixture of deformation and
antisymmetric (e) modes as well as symmetric (f), predomi-
nantly Z polarized vibrations of the cluster, accompanied by
complex vibrations of the neighbouring substrate atoms.

Now let’s turn to the magnetic configurations of the Cr
tetramer characterized by the lowered C1v symmetry and more
complex relaxation of the neighboring substrate atoms. The
lowest energy magnetic configuration with antiferromagneti-
cally aligned atomic magnetic moments tilted to the surface
normal (Fig. 3a) demonstrates imaginary vibrational frequen-
cies and thus it is dynamically unstable. The next favorable
magnetic configuration of the Cr4 cluster, with non-tilted
magnetic moments (Fig. 3b), also possessing C1v symmetry,
was found to be a stable one. The LDOSs for this cluster and for
the surface layer atoms of the Cu(111) substrate are shown in
Fig. 5b. As can be seen from comparison of panels (a) and (b),

the lowering of the cluster symmetry leads to significant
changes in the vibrational spectrum. First, the frequency of
the FT mode goes down to 3 meV. Two different modes, RT and
deformation vibrations of the cluster caused by displacements
of the top atom of the tetramer, now appear as a single peak
(b + c) at 4.7 meV. The (d) peak, preliminary contributed
by complex deformation vibrations of the base atoms of
the cluster, also appears at a significantly lower frequency
(7.5 meV) compared to the cluster with C3v symmetry. In
addition, this mode is significantly less hybridized with Z
polarized vibrations of the substrate atoms. At the same time,
due to the much larger rippling of the copper surface layer and
complex relaxation in the vicinity of the Cr4 cluster, in this case
the peak in the CuS LDOS related to the RW mode of the
Cu(111) surface becomes much broader and splits into two
peaks despite the fact that in this energy region vibrational
states of the cluster are almost absent. The lowering symmetry
of the Cr4 cluster also significantly modifies its high-frequency
modes. First of all, these modes become of much higher
frequency, and, instead of predominantly Z character in the
C3v cluster, peaks (e) and (f) in the LDOS acquire mixed
polarization. At that, the mixed deformation and antisymmetric
vibrations of the cluster contribute to the lower peak (f) at
21.6 meV, whereas the symmetric (optical-like) vibrations give

Fig. 5 Local density of states projected onto the Cr atoms (top) and surface layer atoms of the copper substrate (bottom) for (a) the Cr4 cluster with a
noncollinear magnetic configuration possessing C3v symmetry (Fig. 3e) and (b) for the Cr tetramer with a collinear antiferromagnetic configuration having
C1v symmetry (Fig. 3b).
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rise to peak (e) at 25.3 meV. However, it should be emphasized
again that these vibrations are more complex compared to
those in the C3v symmetry cluster due to the more complex
crystal structure of the Cr4 cluster with a collinear antiferro-
magnetic configuration.

4 Conclusion

In summary, we have presented the results of the study of the
magnetic, structural and vibrational properties of the chro-
mium trimer and tetramer adsorbed on the Cu(111) surface.
We have considered a series of magnetic configurations for
the clusters and found that for both the trimer and tetramer the
clusters with the lowest energy magnetic configuration are
dynamically unstable. For the trimer the dynamically stable
configuration is a ‘‘1201’’ noncollinear magnetic configuration
which has the structure of an equilateral triangle characterized
by C3v point group symmetry. The phonon spectrum of this
structure demonstrates modification of the proper modes of
the trimer due to their mixing with vibrations of neighboring
copper atoms like in the case of non-magnetic atom trimers on
Cu(111). The dynamically stable structure for the Cr4 cluster
is a collinear antiferromagnetic configuration with magnetic
moments aligned along the surface normal. In this structure
the cluster is characterized by C1v symmetry. Comparing it with
the Cr tetramer with C3v symmetry as realized for example
in the case of noncollinear antiferromagnetic alignment of the
Cr magnetic moments, we found that lowering the cluster
symmetry to C1v leads to substantial modification of the vibrational
spectrum. It is expressed in considerable softening of the low-
frequency frustrated translation and frustrated rotation modes
as well as the modes determined by the deformation vibrations
of the cluster, and, on the other hand, in large hardening of
the high-frequency modes along with modification of their
polarization. Thus, our results disclose a complex interplay
between the magnetic ordering in small adsorbed chromium
clusters, their atomic structure and the vibrational properties of
the clusters, which should affect their electronic characteristics
and chemical properties.
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